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§ l. 

In 1867 LILL [1] gave a graphical method to resolve the real roots 
of a numerical equation. The main principle in this method is the repre
sentation of a polynomial with real coefficients by a right-angled set of 
sides, called orthogones, where the lenghts of the consecutive sides are 
proportional to the values of the coefficients of the polynomial, and where 
the directions in which these sides are drawn are dependent on the vari
ations of sign of these coefficients. The value of the polynomial f(z) for 
each real value of z can be determined with reasonable accuracy. 

In the present note I show that this method of representating of a 
polynomial by an orthogone can be extended. The condition that the 
consecutive sides are at right angles can be released. Furthermore it is 

. possible to represent in the same figure the polynomials in the variabie z: 

f(z) - f(x) and f(x + z) for a fixed value of x, and to determine graphically 
z-x 

the values of f'(x), f"(x), ... ,r)(x). 

§ 2. 

We consider a polynomial of degree n 

f(z) = ao z" + al z,.-l + ... + a"-l Z + a,. (ao =1= 0), 

where ai (i = 0, 1, .. , n) are real numbers. 
Now we construct a polygonical set of sides with lengths proportional 

to the ai respectively. Each pair of consecutive sides include a fixed angle 
cp. A rule for the construction of the set of sides may be stated as follows. 
If two successive coefficients ai and aHl have different signs (a variation) 
the direction of the side represented by aHl (the aHl-side) is obtained 
by a rotation of the ai-side over an angle cp in positive sense (that is counter
clockwise). If ai and aHl have same signs, the direction of the aHl-side 
is obtained by a rotation of the ai-side over an angle 1800 

- cp in negative 
sense. In the case of a zero coefficient ai the direction of the following 
aHcside can be obtained by giving ai a very small value + or - e, which 
tends to zero. 
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The set of sides found in this way I caU a polygonpart with angle cp, and 
the polynomial is said to be represented by such a polygonpart. For cp= n/2 
the orthogones of LILL are obtained. 

A2 Fig. I 

Let the polygonpart with angle cp Po, PI' . . , P.,+l represent the poly
nomial: 

f(z) == ao z., + ... + a" (ai real, ao =I: 0). 

(In fig. lis f(z) = Z4 - 2Z3 - Z2 + 3z - 2, so n = 4). 
Without loss of generality we may assume ao > 0, otherwise we repre

sent the polynomial - f(z). 
On the side PI P 2 we take a point Al. We put 

(1) x=_PIA 1 1) 
ILO 

N ow we construct a new polygonpart with angle cp, of which the first side 
is P uAI' and where the angular points lie on the si des or their lengthenings 
of the first polygonpart. Quite analogously as in the case of the orthogones 
(see [2]) the following equalities can be deduced from the conformity 
of the triangles Po PI Al> Al P 2 Az, Az P 3 A 3, . . , A"-l P" A.,: 

POPI AIPZ AzPa 
PIAI = PaAz = PaAa = ... = 

Al P 2 = al + Al PI = al + ao x, 

A 2P 3 = a2+ A2Pz= a2+ Al P 2 x= aoxZ+ al x+ a2 , 

A3 P 4 = aa + A3 P 3 = a3 + A 2 P 3 X = ao za + al x2 + a 2 x + a3, 

A"P"+l = ao x., + ... + a,,-I x+ a". 

1) We remark that AB = - BA. 

2) We write AIPa = ILI + ILO X for AIPa represents ILI + ILoX. 
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Hence the segment A" P"+1 represents the value of f(x) with (I). Is 
A" Pil + 1 = 0, then x is a root of the equation f(z) = O. When it is possible 
to determine Al such that the endpoints of the two polygonparts coin
cide, then a root of f(z) is found. In the case cp = n/2 LILL constructed a 
simple instrument to find the re sol ving polygonparts in order to determine 
the real roots of a given numerical equation. 

§ 3. 

If we choose on PI P2 another point BI =F Al' with Y = - PI BI and 
8,0 

we construct the corresponding polygonpart BI' B2' .. , B", we find a 
segment B"P"+ l representing f(y), so that: 

B"P"+1 = f(y) = aoY"+ al y,,-l + ... + a,,-lY+ ao 

= aoY"+ (A I P 2-AI P I) y,,-l+ (A 2Pa-A2P 2) y,,-2+ .. . + (A"P"+1-A:P:) 

= aoY"+ (Al P 2-aO x) y"-l+ (A 2 Pa-Al P 2x) y"-2+ ... +A"P"+l-A"_lP"X 

= (y-x) {aoy"-l+ A I P 2y,,-2+ A 2Pay"-s+ .. . +A,,_lP,,}+ A"P"+1' 

Since A" P,,+l = f(x), we have 

From the conformity of the triangles mentioned above if follows: 

3 0 AlPI AlP, A"-lP" 
PoAl = AIA. = A.A, = ... = A"-l A" 

Hence 

and so: 

P A y,,-l + A A y"-2+ + A A _ PoAl f(y) - f(x) 
o 1 I 2 . . . "-1" - IlO Y - x . 

This implies that the polygonpart Po Al .. A" represents the polynomial 

f(y) - f(x) multiplied by a factor Po Al. 
y-x' 8,0 

If a real root x of f(z) = 0 is found by aresolving polygonpart, then 

this polygonpart, as representing the polynomial of lower degree f(z) 
z-x 

can be used to find a next root of f(z) = O. 

The representation of the polynomials f(z) and f(z)-f(x) is very useful 
z-x 

to demonstrate several properties of the real roots and of the relations 
between the roots and the coefficients, also to deduce the discriminants 
of quadratic, cubic and quartic equations, a.s.o. 
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§ 4. 

Let Po, PI' .. , P n + 1 (fig. 2 with n = 4) be a polygonpart with angle cp, 
representing the polynomial 

f(z) = ao ZH + al Zn-l + ... + an . 

If x = - P~Al, then f(X) = An Pn+1, and Po, Al> .. , An represents the 
o 

polynomial 
e (Z) = POAl j(z) -j(X) • 

ao Z-X 

Po 

Fig. 2 

When we construct in this polygonpart a newpolygonpartPo, Bl> .. , Bn-l 

with angle cp corresponding with the point BI on the side Al A2' 80 that 
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and Po, BI' .. , Bn-I represents the polynomial 

f(z) - f(x) f(xl ) - f(x) 
(z)= POEl 8(z)-8(xl ) = POEl Z-X Xl-x 

1p POAl z-xl BO z-XI 

If we choose BI such that L PI Po Al = L Al Po BI = a, then it follows 
from the conformity of the triangles PI Po Al and Al Po BI: 

In this case Po, Bl> .. , Bn-I represents the polynomial: 

f(z)-f(x) I'(x) __ Z f(z)-f(x)_I'(x) 

() POEl Z-X = (POAl) __ z_-_X ___ _ 
1p Z = a;;-- Z-X Bo Z-X 

Proceeding with a point 01 on the side BI Bz with L BI Po 01 = a, it 
is easily seen that 

. (POAI)Z f"(x) 
On-z Bn-I = lim 1p(Z) = -- -2' . 

z-...z 8 0 , 

Finally we find sides with lengths 

(
PoAI)k f!k)(x) 

Bo kJ 
(k = 0, 1, ... , n). 

Hence for a fixed value of x it is possible to find graphically the values 
of f'k)(X) (k = 0, 1, .. , n). Furthermore it is evident that the angles 
between each pair of these consecutive sides are rp + a, so that these 
sides form a new polygonpart with angle rp + a (in fig. 2 Ps, A4' B3' O2, 

Dl' Po), representing the polynomial: 

F(z) = f(x)+ (P:: I ) f~(~) z+ (P:: I )2 f'~~) Z2+ ... + (P:: I r f(:jX) zn 

=f(x+ P:: I z). 

From 

we have 

F(z) = f(x+ z VI + x2 + 2 X cos rp), 

represented by the polygonpart Pn+1' An' Bn-I' .. , Po. 
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For the orthogones of LILL is 

F(z) = I(x+ z VI + x2) • 

For small values of x it is possible to choose the angle rp in such way, 

that the factor PoAI equals the unit. If lxi < 2 and rp = bg cos (-1 x), 
ao 

P A flk>(x) . 
then _0_1 = 1, and the values of -k I (k = 0, 1, .. , n) may be determmed 

ao . 
directly. In this case F(z) = I(x + z), and the polygonpart, representing 
this polynomial, has the angle 1800 

- rp. 
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